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 This trainer (also known as trainer 1.1.0.7) contains instructions for use with the game of thrones genesis game (see list of
trainer games below for more details) which is a variation on the classic game of thrones. This trainer contains the files needed

to allow the game to be played using game of thrones genesis (for more information see the instructions on how to install
trainers). The trainer can be used to play game of thrones genesis (and variants thereof) and is compatible with trainer 1.1.0.7. If
you are interested in a different trainer with a different list of games, have a look at the trainer gallery. You may have to enable

the "extras" category (in the trainer config file) in order for the game list to load (if they aren't already enabled). (If you are
using this trainer on a computer that is already set up to run trainers, you may need to enable the "extras" category by right-

clicking on the trainer shortcut, selecting "properties" then opening the "compatibility" tab and checking the "extras" box, then
clicking "ok" and re-launching the game.) If you get stuck, please check the trainer FAQ. This trainer supports the following

games (see the list of trainer games for more details): The trainer is a mod for the game game of thrones genesis, a variation of
the classic game of thrones (see the trainer games list for more details). The game is compatible with trainer 1.1.0.7. This trainer
has several menus, such as the trainer config and trainer help. The trainer config is just a text file and it's the only file that must
be in the same directory as the trainer itself. If you're using this trainer on a computer that is already set up to run trainers, you

may need to enable the "extras" category (in the trainer config file) in order for the game list to load (if they aren't already
enabled). This trainer contains the instructions needed to allow the game to be played using trainer 1.1.0.7. If you get stuck, or
want to know more, have a look at the FAQ, or check the trainer help. If you're using this trainer on a computer that is already

set up to run trainers, you may need to enable the "extras" category in the trainer config file 82157476af
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